This paper defines simple procedures to construct ambiguous perturbations of belief structures associated to standard type spaces with precise beliefs, based on ambiguous type spaces whose induced belief hierarchies approximate the belief hierarchies corresponding to the initial type space. Two alternative procedures to construct such perturbations are introduced, and are shown to yield a simple and intuitive characterization of convergence of the resulting approximations to the initial unperturbed environment. The perturbations arising from one of these procedures include the set of all finite perturbations as a special case. The introduced perturbations and their convergence properties provide a foundation for the analysis of robustness to ambiguity of various solutions concepts, and for various decision rules under ambiguity.
Introduction
Starting with the seminal papers of Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989) and Bewley (2002) , an extensive literature has developed in economics that considers agents whose beliefs are ambiguous, in the sense that they can be represented by sets of probability measures, as opposed to precise beliefs that can be represented by unique measures. 1 As noted by Gilboa et al. (2010) in their lecture on recent advances in modeling choice with ambiguous beliefs, the Bayesian approach with precise beliefs is likely to remain the principal benchmark for the foreseeable future -however, since results derived for Bayesian models may be quite sensitive to the introduction of ambiguous beliefs, it is important to test the robustness of these results to the introduction of a "small amount" of ambiguity. Thus, one important task in introducing models with ambiguous beliefs into the economics literature, is to establish to what extent results that were derived for models with precise beliefs still apply when agents' beliefs may be ambiguous. This paper provides an initial step for this task in the context of Bayesian games, by defining and characterizing simple procedures that can be used to introduce small amounts of ambiguity to the interacting belief structures associated with such games.
To perform tests of robustness to the introduction of ambiguous beliefs, it is necessary to define perturbations of the belief structures associated with Bayesian models, which yield ambiguous beliefs that can be considered as being "close" to the precise beliefs featured in the original models. Defining such perturbations is relatively straightforward in choice-theoretic settings where the uncertainty is one-sided. For example, if we consider an agent who is uncertain about the realization of a parameter θ which takes on values from a set Θ, a model with precise beliefs would represent the agent's beliefs using a probability measure p from the set ΔΘ of probability measures with support in Θ. 2 If the set ΔΘ is endowed with a metric, a perturbation of p can be defined by some ε-neighborhood of p with respect to this metric. For example, the standard weak topology on probability measures is metrizable using a number of equivalent metrics (see Dudley, 2002, ch.11) , the most well-known of which is the Prohorov metric. Any of these metrics 1 Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989) and Bewley (2002) provide alternative axiomatic foundations for models of ambiguous beliefs represented by sets of probability measures.
2 Such a representation would arise, for example, from the classical axiomatizations of Savage (1972) or Anscombe and Aumann (1963) .
could thus be used to define an ambiguous perturbation of p. As an example, Bergemann and Schlag (2011) use the Prohorov metric to perturb beliefs in their study of robust monopoly pricing. An alternative approach to define ambiguous perturbations of beliefs that has recently gained popularity in the economics literature, is based on the notion of ε-contamination studied in Bayesian statistics. 3 Given any measure p defined over a set Θ, a set of measures Λ ⊆ ΔΘ, and any ε ∈ (0, 1], an ε-contamination of p is defined by the set p ε|Λ := {q ∈ ΔΘ | q = (1 − ε)p + εr, with r ∈ Λ}.
ε-contaminated beliefs provide an attractive class of perturbations, which are both flexible, as the set Λ can be varied as needed, and are often quite tractable from a computational viewpoint. Such ε-contaminated beliefs have been used in an auction context by Bose, Ozdenoren, and Pape (2006) and Bose and Daripa (2009) , in a search model by Nishimura and Ozaki (2004) , and are also mentioned as an example for a general robust mechanism design problem in Lopomo, Rigotti, and Shannon (2009). 4 In Bayesian games, the players' payoffs depend both on the uncertain realization of the parameters that characterize the strategic situation, and on the actions of their opponents.
Since an opponent's optimal action will depend on his beliefs, a player's relevant space of uncertain events will include not only the parameters describing the game, but also the possible beliefs of his opponents. Following Harsanyi (1967-68) , the resulting structures of interacting beliefs are modeled using the notion of a type space. Denoting the set of feasible parameters by Θ, a type space is defined by assigning to each player i a set of types S i and a map η i : S i → Δ(Θ × S −i ) that associates to each type s i ∈ S i a probability measure over the set of parameters Θ and the set of opponents' type profiles S −i . The probability measure η i (s i ) can then be interpreted as representing the beliefs of type s i .
As the η i 's are single-valued, beliefs in a Harsanyi type space are assumed to be precise.
Given the interacting nature of beliefs associated with Bayesian games, the assumption that agents' beliefs are precise is clearly a much stronger requirement for a game-theoretic environment than it is for an individual choice setting. In order to test whether the predictions of a game-theoretic model are robust to the introduction of ambiguity, we again 3 See, for example, Berger (1985) or Wasserman and Kadane (1990) . 4 Decision-theoretic foundations for the use of ε-contaminated beliefs are provided by Nishimura and Ozaki (2006) and Kopylov (2008) .
need to define ambiguous perturbations of the associated belief structures. However, the standard approaches to define such perturbations based on metric neighborhoods or ε-contaminations are problematic in the context of a game. To see this, note that the measure η i (s i ) associated to a type s i in a type space model is an element of Δ(Θ × S −i ), and therefore, any neighborhood of η i (s i ) and any ε-contamination of η i (s i ) is identified by a subset of Δ(Θ × S −i ). If we view such subsets as representing the ambiguous beliefs of a player, such sets essentially define ambiguous beliefs over precise beliefs, since they contain measures over Θ and S −i , and each profile s −i ∈ S −i is associated with a profile of precise beliefs for the opponents of player i. Thus, using metric neighborhoods or ε-contaminations to define ambiguous perturbations in the context of a game yields inconsistent models where players are allowed to consider the possibility that their own beliefs may be ambiguous, but are still required to believe that their opponents' beliefs are precise.
It follows that a consistent model of an ambiguous perturbation should be based on a belief structure that simultaneously perturbs both a type's beliefs and the support of these beliefs. This would require players to be endowed with ambiguous beliefs, which also assign positive probability to the players' opponents having ambiguous beliefs. Such belief structures can be represented by ambiguous type spaces, where types are implicitly identified with sets of probability measures over the underlying parameter space and the set of (ambiguous) types of each player's opponents. Ambiguous type spaces were introduced in the Bayesian games literature by Kajii and Ui (2005) , and were further analyzed by Ahn (2007) . Using the concept of an ambiguous type space, we can define an ambiguous perturbation of a precise non-ambiguous type space as an ambiguous type space whose belief structure is in some way "close" to the belief structure of the initial non-ambiguous type space. This paper asks how such a notion of closeness should or could be defined, and analyzes associated perturbations.
If we consider a non-ambiguous type space based on a parameter space Θ, and a distinct ambiguous type space based on the same parameter space, where for example all beliefs are represented by non-singleton sets of measures, the two type spaces are conceptually distinct structures, since the measures defining the corresponding beliefs have distinct support. Defining a notion of closeness between such type spaces that directly compares the associated beliefs, requires that they can both be meaningfully embedded into a common belief structure. 5 An appropriate common belief structure that allows such embeddings is given by the Θ-based universal type space, which was initially constructed in Mertens and Zamir (1985) based on all infinite hierarchies of beliefs about parameters, beliefs about opponents' beliefs about parameters, and so on ad infinitum. Mertens and Zamir (1985) showed that every such belief hierarchy satisfying a consistency requirement defines a type in a corresponding type space, which is universal in the sense that every nonambiguous type space can be embedded into this type space. A similar result is also derived in Brandenburger and Dekel (1993) for a topological environment, using Kolmogorov's Extension Theorem. Ahn (2007) showed that the definition and construction of a universal type space extends in a straightforward way to ambiguous types defined by compact sets of probability measures, and extended the results of Brandenburger and Dekel (1993) to
show that a suitably generalized ambiguous universal type space exists into which every abstract ambiguous type space can be embedded. The resulting ambiguous universal type space is constructed by considering infinite hierarchies of ambiguous beliefs about payoff-relevant parameters, ambiguous beliefs about such ambiguous beliefs, and so on.
Since types in a universal type space are defined as infinite hierarchies of beliefs, they completely describe a player's knowledge about the distribution of the parameters of the game, his opponents' beliefs, and higher-order beliefs. The embedding of an abstractly defined type space into the universal type space shows that any type space implicitly assigns to each type a corresponding hierarchy of beliefs and higher-order beliefs. Thus, if the beliefs of a type from a Θ-based non-ambiguous type space are close to the beliefs of a type from a Θ-based ambiguous type space, they should be expected to generate belief hierarchies that are close in the corresponding ambiguous universal type space. A natural notion of closeness of belief hierarchies in the ambiguous universal type space is based on the product topology defined by the weak topology over probability measures associated to the individual levels of the belief hierarchies. In this paper, we use a metric that metrizes this topology to define perturbations of non-ambiguous belief structures based on their embedding into the universal type space. While the product topology is known to be a weak topology in the sense that some solutions concepts do not yield continuous 5 An alternative to defining closeness based directly on beliefs would be to consider, for a fixed solution concept, how close the predicted behavior would be under the two type spaces. We will later discuss and compare these two approaches.
predictions, as shown by Dekel, Fudenberg, and Morris (2006) , it captures many natural inherent properties of belief formation, as argued by Weinstein and Yildiz (2007, pp. 371-372) . If we introduce the possibility of ambiguous beliefs because we believe that players may make errors in their belief formation process, then the starting point for modeling such errors should be to use a topology that most naturally captures such errors, such as the product topology. The next step would then be to characterize, or introduce, solution concepts that are robust to the resulting ambiguity.
As noted above, any Θ-based non-ambiguous type space can be embedded into the Θ-based ambiguous universal type space using standard methods. If the ambiguous universal type space is endowed with an appropriate metrizable topology, we can use the corresponding metric to define an ε-neighborhood of any particular non-ambiguous type.
The resulting neighborhood will contain various types whose beliefs are purely ambiguous, in the sense that the corresponding belief hierarchies are constructed from non-singleton sets of measures, and can thus be viewed as ambiguous perturbations of the beliefs associated to the initial non-ambiguous type. Even though every such type can be approximated by purely ambiguous types within the ambiguous universal type space, we argue that the ambiguous universal type space does not yield a type structure that approximates the initial non-ambiguous type space, and therefore should not be viewed as being close to the initial type space. The reason for this is that clearly, the ambiguous universal type space contains many ambiguous types whose associated belief hierarchies are far from any of the belief hierarchies defined by the initial type space, so the universal type space is much too large to approximate the belief structure arising from the initial non-ambiguous type space. A type space that is too large can cause difficulties with a robustness analysis, due to the equilibrium extension problem pointed out by Friedenberg and Meier (2010 As a consequence of these arguments, we define a perturbation of a non-ambiguous type space as an ambiguous type space that firstly, contains for each non-ambiguous type at least one ambiguous type that approximates it using the product metric on induced belief hierarchies, and secondly, does not contain any ambiguous types whose distance (using the same metric) to the set of non-ambiguous types exceeds a given bound. While this definition seems to correctly identify when two belief structures can be considered as being close, it provides no useful procedure to derive associated perturbations. Moreover, using belief hierarchies to characterize the convergence of a sequence of perturbations to the initial unperturbed environment is impractical from an applied viewpoint. We show how these issues can be resolved by introducing two alternative methods to construct perturbations that allow a simple characterization of convergence to the initial belief structure.
We start with a procedure that defines an approximating ambiguous type space based on finite partitions of the initial non-ambiguous type space. The associated construction, which essentially identifies each partition element with an ambiguous type, was introduced in Stauber (2011) . Using finite ambiguous type spaces generated by partitions with small mesh, 6 Stauber (2011) then defined a notion of robustness to ambiguous beliefs for Bayesian Nash equilibria of the initial non-ambiguous type space. The resulting procedure to perturb the initial belief structures by considering finite partitions with small mesh is consistent with the standard partitional model of knowledge, as we can think of players only being able to identify the partition elements that contain their "true types."
However, if we view an abstract type space as an implicit representation of the players' belief hierarchies, it is not clear whether the mesh of the partition that defines such an approximation is an appropriate measure for the distance between the belief hierarchies corresponding to the original types and their ambiguous approximations. In the current paper, we construct the belief hierarchies induced by such partitional approximations, and prove that as the mesh of the partitions converges to zero, the resulting ambiguous belief hierarchies converge, in the product topology induced by the weak topology on the individual belief levels, to the belief hierarchies defined by the initial non-ambiguous types.
This result shows that the mesh of the partition used to define a partitional type space is an appropriate measure for the degree of the associated approximation, and thus provides a simple and intuitive procedure that can be used to construct ambiguous perturbations 6 The mesh of a partition is defined with respect to the Prohorov metric on the beliefs associated with non-ambiguous types.
that are consistent with the general definition we introduce, but do not require the analyst to consider the induced belief hierarchies.
While partitional type spaces provide an easy way to define ambiguous perturbations, they may not be appropriate in every situation, such as for example, when the initial type space is finite. However, we show that the conceptual approach taken in the definition of a partitional type space can be extended to define a more general class of perturbations, which includes all finite ambiguous perturbations, and also yields as special cases perturbations that generalize ε-neighborhoods and ε-contaminations to environments with interacting beliefs. Moreover, the degree of the approximation resulting from such perturbations, and the associated convergence properties, can be characterized using a measure that is analogous to the mesh of the partition defining a partitional type space.
We also show that the approximation of non-ambiguous belief structures resulting from our definition of an ambiguous perturbation, and the associated convergence properties, can be formalized using a newly introduced metric on the set of all ambiguous type spaces.
This metric generalizes the notion of a type isomorphism, in the sense that it measures how similar two non-isomorphic type spaces are, and also suggests a natural extension of our definition of an ambiguous perturbation.
By introducing simple and tractable procedures to define and analyze ambiguous perturbations of interacting belief structures associated with Bayesian games, our paper establishes a foundation and a framework for analyzing the robustness of solution concepts to the introduction of ambiguous beliefs. Stauber (2011) applies this framework to analyze the robustness of Bayesian Nash equilibria in an environment where players use decision rules under ambiguity as introduced by Bewley (2002) . However, the methods proposed in the current paper are equally applicable for other solution concepts and alternative decision rules under ambiguity.
Type spaces and higher-order beliefs
We will restrict our analysis to compact metric sets. Given any compact metric space Y , and any Borel subset E ⊂ Y , we use cl(E) to denote the closure of E, ΔY to denote the set of probability measures with support in Y , and K Y to denote the set of all non-empty compact subsets of Y . Note that if Y is a compact metric space, then ΔY is compact using the weak topology, and can be metrized using the Prohorov metric or any equivalent metric (Dudley, 2002, ch. 11) . Similarly, K Y is compact using the Hausdorff metric (Kechris, 1995, p. 26) , which also implies that K ΔY is compact using the Hausdorff metric derived from the Prohorov metric. For any measurable function f : Y → Z and μ ∈ ΔY , the image measure of μ induced by f is given by the map
It is a standard result that continuity of f implies the continuity of f K and L f , and thus of
Given a finite set of players N and a compact set of parameters Θ, let (S, η) ≡ (S i , η i ) i∈N denote a Θ-based non-ambiguous type space, where each S i is a compact metric space, and each η i is a continuous map
phism between S i and its image in Δ(Θ × S −i ), endowed with the weak topology. 8 Let
which implies that d * is a metric on S i that is equivalent to the metric defining S i as a compact metric space (see Dudley, 2002, p. 40 ).
We will characterize a class of ambiguous perturbations of a non-ambiguous type space (S, η) using finite partitions of the type sets S i . We denote such partitions by (π i ) i∈N , and use π i (s i ) to refer to the partition element containing the type s i . We assume that each partition element is measurable, in the sense that every element is a Borel set with respect to the metric topology on S i , and define the mesh of a partition π := (π i ) i∈N as
To define an ambiguous type space, the single-valued maps η i are replaced by maps γ i with values given by compact sets of probability measures. Denote ambiguous type spaces
where T i is a compact metric space representing the ambiguous types of player i, and the continuous maps γ i : Ahn (2007, p. 287-288) . 8 We use standard notation, so S−i denotes the Cartesian product of all Sj with j = i.
singletons. Since we will later define a class of ambiguous type spaces based on a given non-ambiguous type space (S, η), it is helpful to have a distinct notation for ambiguous type spaces. We will often consider ambiguous type sets that are finite, in which case we can view them as endowed with the discrete topology.
Ahn (2007) shows that the construction of a universal type space from Brandenburger and Dekel (1993) extends in a natural way to a corresponding ambiguous universal type space where types are defined by infinite hierarchies of ambiguous beliefs. The belief hierarchies are derived inductively, letting
. .
An ambiguous belief hierarchy for player i is a sequence
i is defined as the set of ambiguous belief hierarchies that are coherent and for which coherence is common knowledge, then the main result of Ahn (2007) states that there exists a homeomorphism g i :
Thus, each element ofT i defines a unique compact set of probability measures on Θ × T −i , i.e., the setsT i define an ambiguous type space. Furthermore, Ahn shows that this type space is universal, in the sense that any ambiguous type space can be continuously embedded into it, in a manner that preserves the corresponding higher-order beliefs.
The standard approach to embed a type space into the ambiguous universal type space recursively "unpacks" the higher-order beliefs associated to each type. Let (T, γ) denote any ambiguous type space. As a special case, (T, γ) could represent some nonambiguous type space (S, η), in which case T i = S i and γ i (s i ) = {η i (s i )} for every i and s i . To derive the first-order beliefs associated to a type t i , note that the projection map 
• γ i . The resulting map
. . ) assigns to each type t i an ambiguous belief hierarchy in Ahn (2007) implies that the resulting hierarchies are elements of the universal ambiguous type space, and thus that the maps β i define an embedding of the type space (T, γ) into the ambiguous universal type space (T , g). We can therefore view β i as a map from T i toT i .
Following Mertens and Zamir (1985) , a type space (T, γ) is said to satisfy non-redundancy if the maps β i are injective. In the context of non-ambiguous type spaces, Liu (2009) shows that under very mild conditions, there exists, for any type space that does not satisfy non-redundancy, a corresponding non-redundant type space based on an expanded set of parameters whose belief hierarchies, when appropriately marginalized, coincide with the belief hierarchies of the initial type space. Moreover, the non-redundant type space based on the expanded set of parameters yields the same Bayesian equilibrium predictions as the initial redundant type space. The interpretation given for this result is that redundant type spaces capture "hidden variables" that the players know but the analyst does not know. The conditions required for the result in Liu (2009) are satisfied in the topological environment we consider, so when necessary, we will assume that the non-ambiguous type spaces in our analysis satisfy non-redundancy.
Consider then our objective of approximating non-ambiguous type spaces with ambiguous type spaces, and follow Liu (2009) and interpret redundant type structures as a result of missing parameters in the specification of the model. If we start with a non-redundant non-ambiguous type space, we can think of a non-redundant ambiguous approximation as arising only from errors in the players' belief formation process regarding beliefs and higher-order beliefs over the given parameter space, and not from adding any additional parameters that affect the players' model of the game. While most of the approximating type spaces we construct inherit the non-redundancy of the initial non-ambiguous type space, when restricting our analysis to non-redundant approximations, we will maintain the interpretation that this is a result of no additional missing parameters being introduced to the model in the process of adding ambiguity.
Ambiguous perturbations
In this section, we provide a formal definition and a partial characterization of an ambiguous perturbation of a non-ambiguous type space. As mentioned previously, such a perturbation should be expected to yield a belief structure that approximates the belief structure of the initial type space. Since type spaces implicitly capture the players' feasible beliefs about the parameters characterizing the game, and their opponents' beliefs and higher-order beliefs, we define an ambiguous perturbation as an ambiguous type space whose beliefs and higher-order beliefs approximate the beliefs and higher-order beliefs of the initial type space. In addition, approximating type spaces will also be restricted from containing any belief hierarchies that are far from the belief hierarchies of the initial type space, as such type spaces would not only perturb the initial belief structures, but would also add additional beliefs that are unrelated to the initial type space, and may have an effect on a resulting equilibrium and robustness analysis.
Let (S, η) denote a Θ-based non-ambiguous type space. Letting γ i (s i ) := {η i (s i )}, we can use the maps β i described in the previous section to define an embedding β i : S i →T i into the ambiguous universal type space. Note that the belief hierarchies comprising the ambiguous universal type space can easily be endowed with a metrizable product topology. As long as Θ is compact, all levels of the belief hierarchies can be metrized using a Hausdorff metric derived from the respective Prohorov metric. The product topology on the belief hierarchies can then be metrized using an appropriate product metric, as shown in Dudley (2002, pp. 50-51) . We denote the corresponding product metric usingd. 
We will refer to the ε in the above definition as the precision of the corresponding perturbation. At the risk of confusing the reader, we will say that the precision increases as ε decreases. The requirement that the maps α i are surjective implies that α −1 ({t i }) is non-empty for each t i ∈ T i , so the definition requires that every type t i in the perturbed type space (T, γ) can be interpreted as approximating the beliefs of at least one type s i from the initial type space. Although the definition does not explicitly require that the type space (T, γ) contains only purely ambiguous types for which beliefs are not singletons, we would expect most interesting or useful perturbations to be of this type. The following two sections introduce simple procedures that can be used to construct ambiguous perturbations of various levels of precision, which also show the existence of non-trivial
perturbations.
An ambiguous ε-perturbation (T, γ) is defined to be finite if the corresponding type sets T i are finite sets. Given a finite ε-perturbation (T, γ), the surjectivity of the maps α i implies that for each i, the sets α (Ahn, 2007, Prop. 7) , if S i is assumed to be non-redundant, β i is injective, and it follows that β i is a homeomorphism between S i and its image β i (S i ) inT i (see Dudley, 2002, p. 40) . Thus β i and its inverse are continuous, and hence uniformly continuous, since the image of S i under β i is compact. This implies that if the precision ε in a sequence of ε-perturbations approaches zero, then the mesh of the partitions on S i defined by these perturbations must also converge to zero. We summarize this observation in the following proposition: Proposition 1. Let (T n , γ n ) be a sequence of finite ambiguous perturbations of a nonredundant (S, η), with corresponding precision levels ε n and type maps α n i , and assume that ε n → 0 as n → ∞. Then the mesh of the partitions π
The behavior of such sequences of perturbations as their precision converges to zero is important for robustness, as the usual qualitative definitions of robustness can be framed in terms of perturbations that converge to the unperturbed environment. 9 See, for example, 9 In this context, finiteness can be interpreted as arising from an intrinsic limitation in the players' Huber (1981, pp. 7-10) for a general definition of qualitative robustness in a statistical setting. Translating this definition to a game-theoretic environment with ambiguity would consider a solution concept Γ that generates a prediction for any type space associated to a given game. Given an initial type space (S, η) and a sequence of ambiguous type spaces (T n , γ n ) as considered in Proposition 1, denote the corresponding predictions by Γ(S, η) and Γ(T n , γ n ). A definition of robustness for the solution concept Γ would then require that Γ(T n , γ n ) → Γ(S, η) (using some appropriate notion of convergence) as ε n → 0. In this context, the definition of ambiguous perturbations as alternative type spaces yields consistent models for which it is possible to define a solution concept like Γ.
Partitional type spaces
In the previous section, we showed that any finite ambiguous perturbation defines a finite partition of the initial type space, whose mesh will be decreasing as the precision of the perturbation increases. In this section, we prove a converse of this result. We show that any finite partition of an initial non-ambiguous type space can be viewed as defining a corresponding finite ambiguous perturbation, and show that as the mesh of the defining partition decreases, the precision of the resulting perturbation will increase. The resulting construction yields a simple procedure to derive finite perturbations and characterize their convergence to the initial unperturbed belief structure.
Given a Θ-based non-ambiguous type space (S, η), consider a sequence π n = (π n i ) i∈N of measurable finite partitions of S i , with π n i (s i ) denoting the partition element containing the type s i . Assume that M (π n ) → 0, i.e., the mesh of the partitions converges to zero in n. The existence of such a sequence of finite partitions follows from the compactness of the type sets S i (see Stauber, 2011, Lemma 1) . To simplify the notation, we will write
For each partition π n , we now define an associated partitional ambiguous type space
we identify each partition element of π n i with a corresponding ambiguous type. The finiteness of the partitions implies that the type sets T n i are finite, and hence compact ability to form a wide variety of precise or ambiguous beliefs. 10 This definition of a partitional type space was introduced in Stauber (2011).
metrizable. To define the belief maps γ
is just the type in T n i derived from the partition element π n i (s i ). 11 Since each π n i is measurable, the image measure of every
Continuity of the maps γ n i follows from the finiteness of T n i , so each (T n , γ n ) defines an ambiguous type space.
The partitional type spaces (T n , γ n ) can be embedded into the ambiguous universal type space (T , g) using the maps β ik and β i defined previously. For our analysis, it will also be useful to define mapsβ n ik := L (id,β
, which assign to each non-ambiguous type s i the higher-order beliefs induced by this type's beliefs about ambiguous types in T n −i , as given by η n i (s i ). It follows that
We summarize below the various maps used in the subsequent analysis:
Clearly, the partitional type spaces (T n , γ n ) can be viewed as finite ambiguous perturbations of the type space (S, η), as defined in the previous section. The corresponding type maps are given by α n i := t n i , and the precision levels by
11 Although the maps t This approach to deriving ambiguous perturbations is very tractable, but given the interpretation of types as an implicit representation of beliefs and belief hierarchies, its implication regarding the resulting ambiguous belief hierarchies, and hence the resulting precision of the perturbations, is unclear. Intuitively, we would expect the precision of the approximation to increase as the mesh of the partitions decreases. We now prove that this is indeed the case. Using an inductive argument to show that each level of the corresponding belief hierarchies converges in the respective Hausdorff metric, we show that the ambiguous types belonging to partitional type spaces approximate the original nonambiguous types, in the sense that the ambiguous belief hierarchy induced by a type t n i (s i ),
, converges in the product topology induced by the weak topology on individual belief levels to the belief hierarchy of the non-ambiguous type s i , β i (s i ), as the mesh of the partitions converges to zero. Furthermore, the precision of the ambiguous perturbations defined by the respective partitions converges to zero as their mesh converges to zero.
To see that first-order beliefs converge, note that since the projection on Θ is continuous, L proj Θ is continuous, and henceβ i1 := L proj Θ • η i is a continuous map from S i to ΔΘ. In fact, the compactness of S i implies thatβ i1 is uniformly continuous. Therefore,
Since the marginals on Θ of η i (s i ) and η n i (s i ) are identical,
which implies that β i1 (t n i (s i )) → β i1 (s i ) uniformly on S i using the appropriate Hausdorff metric, as π n i → 0. Note the difference betweenβ i1 (s i ) and β i1 (s i ) -the first yields an element of ΔΘ, whereas the second yields a singleton set in K ΔΘ. Similarly, for k > 1, defineβ ik := for every bounded real-valued uniformly continuous function f defined on
, and f is uniformly continuous, which implies that the last term of the previous equation converges to zero in n. In addition, the converging term is independent of s i , soβ n ik converges toβ ik uniformly on S i .
We can now prove our main result: 
Since the convergence shown in Lemma 2 is uniform, it follows that β ik (t n i (s i )) converges to H n ik (s i ) uniformly on S i . The recursive definition of β ik implies that β ik , and henceβ ik , is uniformly continuous on S i , which implies that H n ik (s i ) converges to β ik (s i ) uniformly on S i . Applying the triangle inequality, we can conclude that that β ik (t n i (s i )) converges uniformly to β ik (s i ).
The fact that the precision levels of the partitional type spaces defined by a sequence of finite partitions π n will increase as the mesh of the partitions decreases, is now a direct consequence of Proposition 3:
Corollary 4. Let π n be a sequence of finite partitions of (S, η) such that π n → 0, and let (T n , γ n ) be the partitional ambiguous type spaces defined by π n . Then the precision levels ε n associated with (T n , γ n ) converge to zero in n.
A general class of perturbations
The approach used in the previous section to construct partitional type spaces can be extended to define a more general class of perturbations, based on ambiguous types that are derived from subsets of Δ(Θ × S −i ), analogous to the sets η i (π i (s i )) for the case of a partitional type space. To define such type spaces, let (S, η) be a non-ambiguous Θ-based type space, let τ i : S i → 2 Δ(Θ×S −i ) for each i, and interpret τ i (s i ) as an ambiguous type associated to the non-ambiguous type s i . We will assume throughout our discussion that each τ i is either compact-valued and continuous with respect to the Hausdorff metric on K Δ(Θ × S −i ), or that τ i has finite range in 2 Δ(Θ×S −i ) and is measurable. The ambiguous beliefs of a type τ i (s i ), denoted by γ τ i (τ i (s i )), can then be defined by letting
If τ i is compact-valued and continuous, the belief maps An ambiguous type space (T τ , γ τ ) derived from maps τ i as described above satisfies the definition of an ambiguous perturbation from Section 3, with α i := τ i , and a corresponding precision level given by
where β i (τ i (s i )) is the belief hierarchy inT i induced by γ τ (τ i (s i )). Furthermore, the convergence of such perturbations to the initial belief structure can be characterized analogously to the results derived for partitional type spaces:
is either compact-valued and continuous, or has finite range, and suppose that
, and hence, the precision levels associated to the ambiguous perturbations defined by the maps τ n i converge to zero in n.
Proof. For each n, define a set of virtual types
and extend the belief map η i to S * i := n S n * i by defining η i (s * i ) := s * i for every s * i ∈ S n * i . Thus, we identify S i with its image under η i in Δ(Θ × S −i ), and view the resulting set as a subset of S * i . Next, let T n i denote the ambiguous types induced by τ n i , and define a map
and, as for the case of partitional type spaces, we can define mapsβ n ik := L (id,β
. Substituting τ n i for t n i and π n i , and taking S * i as the domain ofβ n ik andβ ik , the proofs of Lemma 2, Proposition 3 and Corollary 4 apply unaltered, and yield the desired results.
We show next that in many cases, an ambiguous perturbation defined by a type space (T, γ) and surjective maps α i : S i → T i , can also be derived as part of the class of perturbations considered in this section, through maps τ i : S i → 2 Δ(Θ×S −i ) . This is clearly the case when the maps α i define homeomorphisms between S i and T i , in which case the α i 's have continuous inverses, and the following maps are all continuous:
Hence, the continuous map j . Note that the image of T j under σ j is a finite subset of S j that is homeomorphic to the finite set T j . Since each T j is finite, the σ j are continuous, and we can define a map
The image of S i under τ i is a finite set that is also homeomorphic to T i . Moreover, under this homeomorphism, the distributions γ i (α i (s i )) and γ τ i (τ i (s i )) are equivalent. This construction shows that every finite ambiguous perturbation can be derived as part of the class of perturbations analyzed in this section. The maps τ i used 13 I.e., we define α −1 j (tj) to be equal to the inverse image α
for this purpose are not necessarily unique, as a consequence of the fact that the type sets S i can be of higher cardinality than the type sets T i defining the corresponding finite perturbations.
A metric on the set of ambiguous type spaces
Our notion of an ambiguous ε-perturbation defines ambiguous approximations of nonambiguous type spaces by comparing the higher-order-beliefs induced by the respective type spaces. In this section, we generalize the associated intuition to define and analyze a notion of an approximation of any type spaces by another type space, and show that the resulting approximations can be formalized using a metric defined on the set of all ambiguous type spaces. As a motivating example, note that Corollary 4 implies that for every ambiguous perturbation of (S, η), there exists a finite partitional type space derived from (S, η) whose belief hierarchies are close to the belief hierarchies of the initial perturbation. To see this, let (T, γ) denote an ambiguous ε 2 -perturbation of (S, η) with corresponding type maps α i , and let π n be a sequence of finite partitions of S such that π n → 0. By Corollary 4, there exists ann such that for all n ≥n, the associated partitional type spaces (T n , γ n ) have precision levels less than ε 2 , which implies that for all s i ,
It follows that for all such n,d
which yields the following approximation result:
Proposition 6. Let T = (T, γ) be an ambiguous ε 2 -perturbation of (S, η), let π be a finite partition of S, and denote the partitional type space constructed from π by T π = (T π , γ π ).
Then there exists a δ > 0 such that whenever
, whereN ε denotes the closed ε-neighborhoods of the respective sets.
The approximation from Proposition 6 can be formalized using a metric topology on the set of all Θ-based ambiguous type spaces. Denote this set by T, and view the set of non-ambiguous type spaces as a subset of T, using the usual interpretation of precise beliefs as singleton sets. We can then define a metric on T based on the Hausdorff metric applied to the embeddings of the type sets T i , β i (T i ), into the ambiguous universal type spaceT . Letd H denote the Hausdorff metric induced by the metricd onT , and let T = (T, γ) and T = (T , γ ) denote two ambiguous type spaces in T. A pseudometric on T is defined by the function d :
Since we required type sets T i to be compact, and belief maps γ i to be continuous, the embedding β i is continuous, and hence the images of the type sets T i and T i inT i are compact. The function d clearly satisfies symmetry and the triangle inequality, so it does yield a pseudometric on T. Note also that the conclusion of Proposition 6 can now be
d is only a metric on the set of equivalence classes of type spaces that induce the same belief hierarchies inT . Type spaces that induce the same hierarchies of beliefs can be related using the concept of a hierarchy morphism, which has been extensively analyzed in the literature (see Heifetz and Samet, 1998; Friedenberg and Meier, 2011) .
Definition 2. Let T = (T, γ)
and T = (T , γ ) be two Θ-based ambiguous type spaces, and denote the corresponding embeddings intoT by (β i ) i∈N and (β i ) i∈N , respectively. A hierarchy morphism from T to T is defined by a measurable map h = (h i ) i∈N :
We will assume from here on that all type spaces under consideration are non-redundant.
As noted in Section 3, under this assumption, the fact that type sets are assumed to be 
is open, and thus that h i is continuous. The non-redundancy of the two type spaces implies that h i must be injective, and is therefore a homeomorphism between T i and its image h i (T i ) in T i . It follows that if a hierarchy morphism is surjective, it defines a homeomorphism between T and T , and h −1 is a hierarchy morphism from T to T . Note also that the non-redundancy of T and T implies that the embeddings β and β preserve the beliefs associated to types, which implies that a hierarchy morphism h is also a type morphism, i.e., a map that preserves the structure of the two spaces as defined by the belief maps. The following definition of a type morphism was first introduced in Mertens and Zamir (1985) :
In the context of non-ambiguous type spaces, Heifetz and Samet (1998, Proposition 5.1) show that every type morphism is also a hierarchy morphism. Their proof translates directly to the ambiguous type spaces considered here. Together with the remarks made above, we get the following result:
γ ) if and only if it is a type morphism.
Note that Lemma 7 may not hold if the compactness and non-redundancy assumptions we made are not satisfied. 14 If a hierarchy morphism, and hence a type morphism, h, is a homeomorphism between T and T , it is said to be a type isomorphism, and the two spaces are said to be isomorphic. Proof. By definition, two isomorphic type spaces generate the same compact set of belief hierarchies, which yields d(T , T ) = 0. Conversely, if
the non-redundancy of the type spaces and the compactness of β i (T i ) and β i (T i ) implies that for each t i ∈ T i , there exists a unique t i ∈ T i such that
and β i (t i ) = β i (t i ), so we can define h i (t i ) = t i .
14 Friedenberg and Meier (2011) provide a thorough analysis of the relation between hierarchy morphisms and type morphisms for non-ambiguous type spaces having a more general mathematical structure. Specifically, they show that for type spaces that satisfy the compactness and non-redundancy assumptions made in this paper, hierarchy morphisms and type morphisms are equivalent (Friedenberg and Meier, 2011, Corollary 7.2) .
Hence, if we let T * denote the set of equivalence classes of isomorphic type spaces, then d defines a metric on T * . These considerations show that if we think of type isomorphisms as the correct way to describe when two type spaces can be viewed as identical, then the metric d can be seen as a generalization of the notion of a type isomorphism, in the sense that it characterizes how similar two non-isomorphic type spaces are.
If d(T , T ) = ε for two type spaces T = (T, γ) and T = (T , γ ), then T and T can be viewed as ε-approximations of each other, in a way that generalizes the definition of an ε-perturbation for non-ambiguous type spaces. For each type t i ∈ T i , there exists a non-empty set of types in T i , defined by arg min t i ∈T id (β i (t i ), β i (t i )), which contains all types t i whose induced belief hierarchies provide the best approximation for the belief hierarchies induced by t i . Additionally, we can consider for each type t i , a corresponding set of types in T i , whose induced belief hierarchies lie within an ε-neighborhood of β i (t i ), according to the metricd. Denote this set byα i (t i ), sõ Proposition 9 shows that the metric d provides the right formal language to define general robustness notions within the ambiguous universal type space. For example, to define whether a solution concept Γ is robust for a particular type space T , we could require that for every δ > 0, there exists some ε > 0 so that for a class of T with d(T , T ) ≤ ε, the prediction Γ(T ) is within a δ-neighborhood of Γ(T ), measured appropriately. 15 Finally, we show next that the metric d also metrizes the convergence of ambiguous perturbations to an initial non-ambiguous type space, as analyzed in Sections 4 and 5.
We state the result in terms of partitional type spaces, although it applies unaltered for the sequences of general perturbations considered in Proposition 5.
Proposition 10. Let π n be a sequence of finite partitions of a non-ambiguous type space S = (S, η) such that π n → 0, and let T n = (T n , γ n ) be the partitional type spaces defined
Proof. We need to show thatd H (β i (S i ), β i (T n i )) → 0 for every i ∈ N . By Theorem 0.7 in Nadler (1978) , this is equivalent to
where lim inf n β i (T n i ) is the set of limits of sequences β i (t n i ) ∈ β i (T n i ), and lim sup n β i (T n i ) is the set of cluster points of sequences
) denote an open ε-neighborhood of β i (S i ) with respect tod. Since each t n i ∈ T n i can be written as t n i = t n i (s i ) for some s i , by Proposition 3, there exists an such that β i (T n i ) ⊆ N ε (β i (S i )) for all n >n. Then if follows from Theorem 1.1.4 in Aubin and Frankowska (1990) 
, this completes the proof.
Discussion
Summary. With a view towards providing a framework that can be used to analyze the robustness to ambiguity of various solution concepts, this paper introduces a notion of an ambiguous perturbation of a precise non-ambiguous type space, based on the standard embedding of types into the ambiguous universal type space. This embedding generates belief hierarchies which provide a complete description of a type's beliefs about the parameters describing the game and his opponents' higher-order beliefs. An ambiguous perturbation 15 This approach to defining robustness is analogous to the definition of qualitative robustness given in (Huber, 1981, pp. 7-10) for a statistical setting.
16 See Aubin and Frankowska (1990, Proposition 1.1.2) and Nadler (1978, Definition 0.5) .
is defined as an ambiguous type space whose associated belief hierarchies approximate the belief hierarchies of the initial type space, in the sense that these hierarchies are close in the associated product topology derived from the weak topology on probability measures.
This product topology yields a natural topology on belief hierarchies, which seems to capture the limited ability of the players or of the researcher to completely specify an infinite hierarchy of beliefs (see also Weinstein and Yildiz, 2007, pp. 371-372) . Two simple procedures to construct associated perturbations are introduced, and are used to characterize the convergence of the resulting approximations to the initial unperturbed environment without reference to the induced belief hierarchies. Furthermore, the paper shows that there exists a metric topology on the set of ambiguous type spaces that captures the degree of the approximation resulting from the defined perturbations, and thus provides a formal language for a general robustness analysis within the ambiguous universal type space.
Applying the results. The introduced class of perturbations can provide a foundation for a robustness analysis for any solution concept for Bayesian games. As a particular application, Stauber (2011) defines a notion of robustness to ambiguous beliefs for Bayesian Nash equilibria, based on the partitional perturbations analyzed in this paper. 17 The definition of robustness requires that a robust equilibrium of the initial game with precise beliefs induces a class of ε-equilibria for every partitional ambiguous type space derived from a partition with small enough mesh. The results of this paper show that the robustness notion in Stauber (2011) is consistent with viewing the associated perturbations as perturbations of belief hierarchies within the ambiguous universal type space. Alternatively, robustness could be defined by considering all general ambiguous perturbations associated to the initial type space, or all finite perturbations. The previous results imply that all robust equilibria corresponding to such definitions would also be robust for an analogous robustness definition that is based only on partitional type spaces. Given that every general ambiguous perturbation can be approximated by a partitional perturbation, it is possible that a reverse containment may hold in some environments, but this should depend on the particular environment and solution concept used.
Our results also provide additional insight and clarification into the use of ε-contaminations in the construction of ambiguous approximating type space in papers such as Bose 17 The implications regarding the belief hierarchies associated with such partitional perturbations, as discussed in the present paper, are however not considered in Stauber (2011) .
et al. (2006) and Bose and Daripa (2009) . These papers take standard auction models as a starting point, where players' valuations v i uniquely determine their precise beliefs over the valuations of their opponents, and perturb the associated belief structure by considering an ε-contamination of the original beliefs. Thus, in the resulting perturbation, the same valuations v i now represent ambiguous types whose beliefs about the (ambiguous) types of their opponents are given by an ε-contamination of their original precise beliefs. Since these perturbations are a special case of the generalized perturbations we consider in Section 5, our approach indicates how the analysis in these papers could be extended to more general environments with arbitrary type spaces and ambiguous perturbations.
Why not use the ambiguous universal type space. An alternative to defining robustness based on the ambiguous perturbations defined in this paper, would be to simply embed the initial non-ambiguous type space into the ambiguous universal type space, and consider whether the solution whose robustness is to be checked extends in some way to this universal type space. However, working with universal type spaces is often unpractical in an applied setting, so our restricted class of perturbations, especially if based on finite partitions, provide a much simpler environment to work in, which should allow the derivation of various tractable robustness tests. In addition, as noted before, the ambiguous universal type space is much too large to be considered as approximating the belief structure of a smaller type space, which may also lead to difficulties, as a solution that is derived for a smaller type space may not have an extension to the universal type space (see Friedenberg and Meier, 2010) . If the universal type space is much larger than the initial type space, it would then be difficult to claim that the lack of extendability reflects a lack of robustness.
Approximating finite type spaces. If the initial non-ambiguous type space is finite, then the general definition of an ambiguous perturbation applies unaltered. However, partitional type spaces may not be of much use in such an environment, as a partitional type space derived from a partition with small enough mesh would just recover the initial type space, which would not be of any use in a robustness analysis. Thus, finite partitional type spaces would only be of interest to approximate larger continuum type spaces.
Nonetheless, finite non-ambiguous type space are usually considered as approximating the beliefs associated to larger type structures, so if faced with a finite type space, it should be possible to map it into an appropriate larger type spaces that can be viewed as a more complete representation of the players' feasible belief structures, and derive partitional type spaces and a robustness analysis based on the larger type structure. Alternatively, a richer set of perturbations could be constructed based on the general class defined in Section 5.
The literature on robustness to ambiguity. The literature on robustness to ambiguity in economics has mostly relied on ε-contamination or metric neighborhoods to define ambiguous perturbations of beliefs. As noted before, these approaches are problematic in a Bayesian game setting. However, many applications in economics, such as the previously mentioned papers by Bergemann and Schlag (2011), Nishimura and Ozaki (2004) and Lopomo et al. (2009) , only consider one-sided incomplete information, in which case the problem associated with interacting beliefs does not arise. Alternatively, Bose et al. (2006) and Bose and Daripa (2009) make the standard assumption that valuations (in the auction environment they consider) uniquely determine a player's precise or ambiguous beliefs about other players' valuations, and that higher-order beliefs are common knowledge. For a general model described by a type space, our constructions of ambiguous perturbations yield an alternative way to perturb belief structures that avoids any inconsistency between the treatment of a player's own beliefs and his beliefs about his opponents' beliefs, and does not require all beliefs to be defined over payoff-relevant parameters, with higher-order beliefs assumed common knowledge.
Alternative topologies on types. The approach to robustness considered in this paper assumes that there is a natural topology on types in the ambiguous universal type space, i.e., the product topology based on the weak topology, and views the robustness question as providing conditions under which solution concepts do not lose their optimality properties for nearby beliefs. An alternative approach to defining closeness of beliefs that is taken in Dekel, Fudenberg, and Morris (2006) considers a given solution concept, in their case ε correlated interim rationalizability, and introduces a topology on types under which this solution concept is continuous. This topology can be viewed as providing conditions on the players' belief formation process that guarantee that a given solution concept is robust, as long as errors in beliefs can be modeled using the given topology. In this sense, the two approaches are orthogonal -one fixes a way to model errors in beliefs and provides restrictions on solution concepts, the other fixes a solution concept and provides restrictions on modeling errors in beliefs.
